Tail light problems chevy truck

Chances are the cause of the defective light or brake lights circuit on your Chevy Silverado is a
simple problem. Moreover, you can blame most of these problems on little or no maintenance,
according to James E. Duffy in "Modern Automotive Technology. But before you begin pulling
wires, start troubleshooting at the most obvious places to get your lights back in working order.
You can start your troubleshooting at the malfunctioning brake light assembly, if only that light
seems broken. Remove the cover and check the light bulb for an open filament or damage.
Closely examine the socket and connections for corrosion, loose or broken wires. After you
confirm that the bulb, socket and connections are in good shape and there is no electrical
current reaching the bulb, begin tracing and testing the electrical wires back to the source using
a test light to find a possible short or open. Start at the fuse box under the hood and make sure
the brake lights fuse is not blown, that the terminals are free of corrosion and that the
connections are tight. Then check the brake light switch on the bake pedal arm. Back probe the
switch terminals with a test light. Only one of the switch terminals should turn on the test light.
When you depress the brake pedal, both switch terminals should turn on the test light. If only
one of the wires turns on the test light, unplug the switch and jump the two connections at the
connector. If the brake lights come on, replace the switch. When there is no current reaching
the switch, follow the orange wire back to the under hood fuse block and look for a possible
open or short. If electrical current is reaching the switch but the lights are not working, even if
the switch is in good condition, follow the current flow with your test light to the stop lamps and
look for a possible open or short in the circuit. A blue wire connects the brake lights switch to
the rear lamps junction block. Black wires at the lamps provide the ground connections. Since
Dan Ferrell has contributed general and consumer-oriented news to television and the Web. His
work has appeared in Texas, New Mexico and Miami and on various websites. Duffy; Chevrolet
Silverado owners have reported 8 problems related to tail light switch under the exterior lighting
category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the
statistics and reliability analysis of Chevrolet Silverado based on all problems reported for the
Silverado The rear left turn signal, tail light assembly works sporadically. It's a very expensive
part on a vehicle with miles that shouldn't quit. See all problems of the Chevrolet Silverado Rear
tail light wiring harness for both right and left side let moisture in causing corrosion in the
electrical plugs. The turn signals have been impacted and have had to both be replaced within 8
months of each other. One morning when I was driving my chevy silverado, I noticed a message
on the dash board screen which read "right rear tail light signal failure. I went to the nearest
auto parts store and purchased replacement bulbs and noticed that the bulbs weren't the
problem. I also checked the fuses and did not find any blown fuses which again wasn't the
problem. However the right rear tail light will turn on if the lights are on but will not blink when
the signal light is on or if the brakes are engaged. Later that night I realized that none of the
interior lights worked either; weather the light is in the door position or the on position. I'm not
really sure what the problem is but with this truck being so new with less than miles, these
problems shouldn't be happening. The rear tail light assembly is breaking out of these pickup
trucks because of a weak design to secure the light assembly in place. The plastic clips on the
side of the light assembly that attaches to the small metal clip and screw breaks off allowing the
light assembly to fall out of the truck bed and hang by the rear light wiring harness. While
driving the truck it strikes a pothole or rough place in the road the plastic clips break and the
tail light assembly falls out of the truck. I have seen several trucks with the rear light assembly
taped up to secure the lights. This is very expensive to replace this light assembly. Tail light
housing leaks water into tail light area which causes tail and brake light bulb bases to corrode ,
lose contact and fail to operate. I replace tail lamps every 3 to 6 months. Instrument panel failed
at miles and despite extended warranty gm would not repair. I was never contacted about gm
settlement concerning this factory defect. Rear tail light assembly fell out. After talking with gm
and the local dealership they have said that they have vehicles on the lot that this incident is
occurring to and several that have been purchased that they are replacing. They will not replace
mine because of the mileage on my vehicle. The main concern is that if you are driving down
the road and the assembly falls out and you use your turn signal, the person behind you
wouldn't see it and could cause a crash possibly a fatal one. I have not heard of any at this time,
but I do believe it is something that needs to be looked into by the safety commission. I would
hate for gm to be sued for a fault in their product due to a fatal crash or one that involved a
serious injury. This is the entire light assembly unit on the rear of the truck which includes the
brake lights, backup lights, running lights, parking lights, emergency flashers, turn signal,
wiring harness etc. Factory workers "over" torqued this plastic part at the factory. During
normal driving conditions, this part breaks and the entire tail light falls off and dangles just
inches above the pavement as the electrical wires are still attached to the vehicle. This is a very
dangerous situation, especially if this happens at night. This happened with the right tail light at

20, miles which was replaced, and again with the left tail light at 46, miles which Chevrolet
refuses to take responsibility for. This is certainly a very dangerous situation which could cause
injury or death if on a busy freeway at night. Be careful, as you have no way of knowing this
while you are driving. The entire tail light, when it falls out, is hanging and dangling about just
inches above the pavement. Imagine this at 65 m. Another dangerous scenario would be if the
tail light shatters this debris could very well hit another vehicle, motorcycle or pedestrian which
could result in injury or death. I cannot stress enough how dangerous this is. Chevrolet needs
to recall every Chevrolet and fix this dangerous problem. It is a well known problem with these
vehicles and Chevrolet will not accept responsibility. Brake lights fail. Replaced brake light and
a few weeks later it stops working. If I remove the tail light assembly and tap the bulb that's not
working, it works fine for a day or two and then stops working again. This has been going on for
the past year. Replacing with a new bulb works ok for a few weeks again. Car Problems. Tail
Light Switch problem of the Chevrolet Silverado 1. Tail Light Switch problem of the Chevrolet
Silverado 2. Tail Light Switch problem of the Chevrolet Silverado 3. Tail Light Switch problem of
the Chevrolet Silverado 4. Tail Light Switch problem of the Chevrolet Silverado 5. Tail Light
Switch problem of the Chevrolet Silverado 6. Tail Light Switch problem of the Chevrolet
Silverado 7. Tail Light Switch problem of the Chevrolet Silverado 8. Exterior Lighting problems.
Headlights problems. Brake Light problems. Turn Signal problems. Brake Light Switch
problems. Headlight Switch problems. Tail Light problems. Turn Signal Flasher Unit problems.
Hazard Flashing Warning Light Unit problems. Chevrolet brake switch problems remain a
recurring issue that's seen on both cars and trucks for the last 25 years. Here we'll cover three
of the common problems involved with Chevrolet brake light switch failures. With that said, the
issue we see most on trucks and sport utility vehicles from through is cruise control systems
not working due to switch failure. The cruise control light illuminates when the power button is
pushed. However, when the driver hits the set button the vehicle will not hold the speed. The
first reaction from these drivers is they have a problem with the cruise control system. In many
cases they actually experience a problem with the General Motors brake light switch. If you
think about it, a light tap from the brake pedal disengages the cruise instantly. In the brake light
switch failures, I've seen, the defective switch sends a signal to the cruise that the brakes are
applied. Therefore, when I tell customers they need a brake light switch they often question my
diagnosis. Their reasoning behind the resistance to purchase the switch comes from the brake
lights working fine. Here we'll dive into this Chevrolet brake switch problem and some older
ones as well. Therefore, I see a lot more Chevrolet's roll in with the cruise control issue. Let me
tell you how I first discovered and diagnosed the very first Chevrolet cruise control problem I
came across. With my prior experiences with the cheap low-quality plastic switches that GM
sometimes uses, I usually head in that direction. Nevertheless, I expected to see the brake lights
stuck on all the time. Since they weren't I decided to go for a road test and try to engage the
cruise control. When I hit the power button on the steering wheel controls the amber power light
came on. This fact speaks volumes about what's not wrong with the system. Including fuses,
wiring and switch problems. If the power light comes on then all this stuff remains good. When I
set the cruise for 50 miles per hour the vehicle made no attempt to hold that speed. Still
suspecting the brake light switch, because of my previous experience, I decided to try a little
trick. I took the topside of my foot and put it underneath the brake pedal and pulled up while
driving on a road with no traffic. While I pulled up on the brake switch I hit the set button and lo
and behold the cruise set. It held the speed until I removed my foot from underneath the brake
pedal. At that point the cruise control thought I hit the brakes even though my foot was off the
pedal. I stopped my diagnosis and purchased a replacement switch and I haven't seen the
customer since. I know a lot of drivers with Chevrolet trucks from through just decided to live
without the cruise control when it stopped working. Unfortunately, avoiding the problem only
lasts so long before other symptoms begin to develop. Other on-board computer operated
automotive systems depend on the brake light switch input. The ABS brake system is one of
those systems. Therefore, drivers that ignore the cruise control not working, might find that the
ABS light comes on. The interesting part about this is the ABS system remains tied in with other
complex driving features. As an example, drivers might receive a message, warning that the
stability track needs service. Stability track operates using the ABS system so these problems
are directly related. The same rule applies to the traction control warning lamp. Finally, all
vehicles require you to apply the brake before it lets you shift out of park. If the switch fails
completely it stops operating the park brake interlock release mechanism. This means you can't
shift out of park easily. Sometimes the switch provides an intermittent signal to the release
mechanism. Drivers in this situation, report it becomes increasingly difficult to shift the vehicle
out of the park position. All of these above issues point back to Chevrolet brake switch
problems. Despite the importance of brake lights, General Motors has had issues with this

simple on off switch over the years. The first problem I remember applied to W body
automobiles built by General Motors in the early 90s. These vehicles enjoyed a reliable switch
that General Motors used for years. What we didn't realize is the bracket and the adjustment
device installed on the brake pedal bracket changed. When the factory installed the brake light
switch on the assembly line, they actually pushed it in a couple of clicks too far. This meant the
brake lights work just fine and nobody knew an issue existed. However, as these cars turned
one or two years old they started to develop premature brake wear. It turns out the brake switch
actually pushes down on the brake pedal slightly. Unbeknownst to the drivers they were
actually driving around with the brakes slightly applied. General Motors issued a technical
service bulletin for the first brake job performed on W body cars. The instructions remained
simple. Grab the brake pedal and pull up on it too set the brake switch in its proper position.
Almost every car I performed this procedure on would push the brake switch back about three
or four clicks. This solved the premature brake wear problem. These trucks came with a
different style brake switch than the previous generations of Chevrolet cars and trucks. On the
assembly line the switch installed quickly with one bolt and an adjustment came with the pulling
of a metal tab and then ratcheting the brake pedal. As these trucks aged they started coming in
with the brake lights stuck on. Bear in mind this includes an overwhelming amount of vehicles.
This also covered trucks from to When the truck came in with the brake lights stuck on the
technician could grab that same metal tab and do the same adjustment as performed on the
assembly line. This repair lasted for a few months and then the driver would return with the
same problem. General Motors identified an issue that allowed the brake switch to become out
of adjustment under normal operation. The General issued a new design switch and we fixed
the problem for good. If I remember correctly, they either had a special policy or a recall on the
brake light switch for the CK trucks falling in the fourth generation build years. As I mentioned
in the opening section if you're cruise control light comes on and the system refuses to set I
would just go ahead and replace the brake light switch. I believe in applying strategy based
automotive electrical diagnosis and confirming failed parts. However, I have replaced too many
cheap plastic switches on Chevrolet trucks and sport utility vehicles to second-guess this
diagnosis. With the low cost of the replacement part and the ease of installation it does make a
lot of sense to just go ahead and give it a try. Especially, if you buy the part from Amazon or an
online retailer that accepts returns. When the switches are purchased locally, they often have a
no return policy. This applies to many automotive electrical devices. Retailers can tell when you
plug the switches in and resist to offer a return or exchange. Take a look at this video if you're
interested in seeing how to replace a Chevrolet brake light switch. If this guy can shoot this
video and fix the Chevrolet brake switch problems with one hand, I bet you can do it to. As an
Amazon Associate I earn from qualifying purchases. The search results open in a convenient
overlay. However, the pages from This Website are listed below 4 ads at the top. Common
Chevrolet brake switch problems cause issues with the cruise control. The cruise control light
comes on but the system will not set or hold speed. Review the common causes of the reduced
engine power warning message. The possible car repairs range from a loose ground to failure
of the TPS and throttle actuator assembly. Review 5 maintenance items your car needs at k
miles. An important list for those with high mileage cars and an unknown maintenance history.
Read More. Old Style Brake Light Switch. Recent Articles. Your question might be answered by
sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are
posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. This product is an aftermarket
product that is designed and sold by Auto Parts Avenue. This is NOT manufactured or sold by
the listed vehicle brand. Skip to main content. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your
transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security
system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Sold by.
Include Add a Protection Plan:. No deductibles or added costs. Parts, labor and shipping
included. Drops, spills and cracked screens covered from day one for portable products only.
Other breakdowns covered after the manufacturer's warranty expires. If we can't repair it, we'll
replace it or reimburse the purchase price with an Amazon e-gift card. Plans are only valid for
new or certified refurbished products purchased in the last 30 days with no pre-existing
damage. Protection plan documents will be delivered via email within 24 hours of purchase. Add
No Thanks. Brand: AutoLightsBulbs. Amazon's Choice recommends highly rated and
well-priced products. About this item This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add all three to
Cart Add all three to List. These items are shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show
details. Ships from and sold by Amazon. FREE Shipping. More items to explore. Page 1 of 1
Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Customers who viewed this item also viewed.
Compare with similar items. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a
problem completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product information

Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? Important information Safety
Information no. Legal Disclaimer This product is an aftermarket product that is designed and
sold by Auto Parts Avenue. OE replacement Tail Light Assembly lens, housing, socket, and
bulb. Featured items you may like. See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are
ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the
reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness.
Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews
from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later.
Verified Purchase. The actual tail light housing and lens assembly are very nice and fit my
Silverado like a glove. The reason I only gave it 3 stars is because it was supposed to come with
the harness and bulbs which it did not. My old harness was ok so I used that but immediately
wished it had come with at least the bulbs because when I finished the install I discovered one
of my backup lights was burnt out. Just goes to show there is no auto repair that can be done
without at least one trip to the parts store. When I contacted Overdrive Brands they were quick
to respond and admitted the item description was incorrect. Since I had already installed the tail
lights using my old harness and bulbs they offered me a partial refund which I accepted. I am
very satisfied with this company and their product and would not hesitate to purchase from
them again. Order arrived quickly, and packaging was very good. I thought the wiring harness
was made as well as the OEM units they were replacing. The connectors for the bulbs fit
securely into the tail light housing, with no wobble. Note, make sure you wear goggles under
the truck, because dirt will most likely fall in your eyes. I was knocking off an old mud wasp nest
under the truck, and half of it fell in my eyes. The tail lights are held in place with 2 screws, and
it only takes about 5 minutes to replace both units and that includes routing the wiring harness
under the truck. I was lucky that the original harness clamps were in good shape and I was able
to reuse them. Overall, very pleased with the fit and finish of the tail lights. Your browser does
not support HTML5 video. By Captain Elizabeth on November 28, Images in this review. One
person found this helpful. These were NOT an exact replacement for my Silverado, instead they
are exact replacements for a later model truck. They did fit my truck with no modifications, but
you have to install the pair, as they are very different than the originals. I like the look of the
replacements, as they are clearly more modern looking. Despite what the listing says, they DO
fit dual rear wheel trucks. The original dual rear wheel lights have a yellow directional signal
lens, while these have a red lens. These were a super nice replacement set for my old chipped
up and cracking originals. I have an 05 Silverado and these fit almost perfect. As stated in a few
other reviews the screw holes were only slightly mis alligned but only by about an eighth of an
inch maybe less. I just had to add a little pressure to the outside of the lense while I screwd
them in. They went on just fine and are perfectly alligned with the bed lines of the truck. They
also came with new wire harnesses and bulbs which is an awesome bonus and although my
truck didnt need them, I will install them later just to freshen up the originals on there now.
Overall a great product! Not a perfect fit. I had to wallow out a hole for the upper right side
screw. Looks great. I think this is a great value. If yours do not fit perfectly, take a few minutes,
remove the anchor clips and with a bit of tweaking you will have some nice looking OEM lights.
My 11 year old Silverado is looking closer to new once again. I ain't never selling this one!! By
Ian on March 14, Arrived on time, in good condition. Lights installed easily and work. One light
has a larger gap with fender than the other but it is not noticeable unless you are specifically
looking for it. These tail lights replaced some cracked lights that I should have replaced long
ago. I am pleased with these lights. They arrived two days early. Sounds like a good thing, but
it's better if things show up when they are expected. Less chance of them walking away from
your porch, if you know what I mean. Arrived in good shape, look awesome, and fit right in. Only
time will tell how they will hold up. With my luck some fool in a parking lot will take them out like
the last ones. See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. Good product at a better price
than what GM dealers want!! Report abuse. P
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